
Work with Metalier



We make things that aren’t made of metal look

as though they are, and make some metals look

like different metals.

When you join us you will create with metal in a

new and exciting way.

Join Metalier -
Embrace this
limited opportunity!



Metalier is looking for a small

number of special qualified

companies and people to join our

application team. 

The chosen applicators will be

trained to create real metal finishes

for designers, architects and

customers.

Work with us 



What is
Metalier?

Metalier is a real metal coating. It’s

like paint but it’s so much more than

a paint. It’s genuine metal powders in

a proprietary water-based liquid. 

When finished it’s up to 95% metal.



What is the
business case
for Metalier?

Architects and designers are

constantly looking for new materials

and they care more than ever about

the environment. Metalier ticks all

the boxes for sustainability and

durability. 

Metalier allows designers to use

metal more frequently in their

designs, as it doesn’t have the

constraints of sheet metal. Metalier

is light, seamless over large areas

and goes round corners and curves.

Metalier is a global company. Its

business model is to maintain the

exclusivity and the prestige of the

product and brand by limiting the

number of applicators. This means

that you will not face competition in

your area and will be fully supported

by Metalier.



Apply to:

Metalier, Auckland, New Zealand

T: +61 2 4872 2441

E: letschat@thatmetalcompany.com.au

We will be able to tell you if there is an

opportunity in your area. We will also

explain the process to become an

applicator.

How do I become
an applicator?



How is Metalier applied?

Metalier is applied exclusively by

trained applicators. The process

requires a spray or rolled application

with sanding and clear coating or

waxing to finish.

What skills are required?

The two main skills required are

spray painting and sanding/finishing.

The successful applicators will

receive full training.

Check out our
FAQ’s for more 
infomation

CLASSIC GOLD LIGHT AGED



How long does it take to apply?

This will depend on the finish. Some

are very quick and others will take

up to an hour to complete 1 sq m of

applied finished. The process is all

crafted by hand and is a bespoke

high-end finish.

What are the set-up costs and

equipment required?

You will need a spray booth or

spray area and compressed air. We

use HVLP guns and rollers and

hand-sanding tools.

We will discuss the costs for

training and the initial purchase of

materials to create samples and

practice your application.

NICKEL SILVER SMOOTH



Where can Metalier be used? 

You can use Metalier inside and out.

Use Metalier everywhere you wish

to use metal.

front entrance doors

kitchen cupboard doors

splash backs

range hoods

islands

cabinets

credenzas

hall tables

tv screen covers

fireplace surrounds

reception desks

wall and ceiling panels

And there are bound to be places

we haven’t thought of yet.
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Metalier Signature Metal Collection

Mixed metal combinations created by blending core metal powders together.

We have shown some possible blends. Different blending ratios will create more colours. Your distributor may also stock additional metals including Black Copper, Smoky Bronze, Chocolate Bronze, Manganese and

Zinc. Contact your distributor to check availability.



01_AL_BO

ALUMINIUM BLUE OILED

07_CO_VD

COPPER VERDIGRIS

13_NS_WO

NICKEL SILVER WOVEN

02_AL_BR

ALUMINIUM BRUSHED

08_CO_WA

COPPER WATER AGED

14_CG_SM

CLASSIC GOLD SMOOTH

03_BR_WN

BRASS WINDSOR

09_GM_LT

GUNMETAL LIGHT TEXTURE

15_CM_RW

CHAMPAGNE GOLD RAW

04_BR_NB

BRASS NEBULA

10_IR_LA

IRON LIGHT AGED

16_GB_LN

GUNMETAL BRONZE LINEAR

05_BZ_DM

BRONZE DARK MOODY

11_IR_RT

IRON RUST

17_GS_SM

GUNMETAL SILVER SMOOTH

06_BZ_LN

BRONZE LINEAR

12_NS_RW

NICKEL SILVER RAW

18_RG_SM

ROSE GOLD SMOOTH

*

*

*

*

Metalier Signature Finishes Collection

These finishes are only available in the metal shown.

Additional finishes and samples of them can be obtained from your chosen applicator.



More 
Questions?  

That Metal Company

Unit 5

13 Lyell Street

Mittagong NSW 2575

T: +61 2 4872 2441

E: letschat@thatmetalcompany.com.au

W: thatmetalcompany.com.au


